
StrongView’s Lifecycle Marketing solution empowers marketers with an 
intuitive, drag-and-drop user interface that makes it possible to easily 
design, proof and automate sophisticated email, display and SMS messaging 
programs that are multi-stage, business-rule-driven and highly personalized, 
such as those associated with welcome, cart-abandonment, event 
countdown and winback programs. StrongView Lifecycle Marketing also 
comes with a strategic services package, which provides expert guidance and 
best practices to ensure maximum ROI on the first series of lifecycle programs 
implemented with this powerful tool. 

Marketing Across the Customer Lifecycle
Consumers are getting overwhelmed and fatigued by “batch and blast” email marketing 
campaigns. Smart email marketers know that delivering a relevant message or offer at exactly 
the right time will significantly boost engagement and conversions. In fact, Gartner reports that 
marketers can expect a 600% lift in performance over outbound campaigns by leveraging event-
triggered tactics. To counter consumer fatigue and facilitate marketer objectives around event-
triggered tactics, StrongView Lifecycle Marketing provides marketers with the tools and strategic 
guidance necessary to build more effective automated programs that connect with consumers  
at every stage of the customer lifecycle from acquisition to relationship building and conversion.

Design and automate powerful event-triggered programs with drag-and-drop simplicity

STRONGVIEW LIFECYCLE MARKETING 

• New subscribers 
• New fans
• New followers

• Welcome program
• Relevant news
• Community participation
• Progressive profiling polls

• First purchase incentives
• Browse offers
• Abandon offers
• Search offers

• Referral programs
• Share widgets
• Ratings and reviews

• Winback incentives
• Surveys

ACQUIRE
BUILD TRUST, 
ENGAGE & NURTURE DRIVE FIRST CONVERSION

RE-ENGAGE 
LAPSED CUSTOMERS

GENERATE ADVOCACY

• Cross-sell / Up-sell offers
• Transactional confirmations
• Renew or replenish offers
• Loyalty programs
• Birthday/Anniversary offers

DRIVE REPEAT 
CONVERSIONS & LOYALTY

ACQUISITION CONVERSION

“Lifecycle email communications 
are the foundation for engaging 
our user base and reducing user 
churn, and StrongView enables 
us take control of this critical part 
of our business.”
Frank Cartwright 
SVP of Product and Platform  
Development, GamersFirst



Key Benefits
• Automate the delivery of highly targeted email, display and SMS messages at critical times 

in the customer lifecycle to drive more effective marketing programs.

• Easily design the ideal multi-stage message flow for a variety of key programs with a visual, 
drag-and-drop UI.

• Leverage multiple customer data sources (from enterprise databases and web analytics 
data feeds to behavioral tracking data) to achieve high levels of targeting, timing and 
personalization of lifecycle messages. 

• Design and deploy programs to engage mobile device users with automated SMS dialogs.

• Easily validate programs by sending proof messages for every possible path in the  
message flow.

• Drive increasing levels of ROI and revenue growth with minimal ongoing effort by 
progressively implementing new programs that leverage key customer lifecycle events.

• Visually design A/B testing strategies to optimize individual messages or entire message 
flows within a program.

• Link program messaging flows to better coordinate the overall customer experience.

Features
• Visual Designer: Author and test personalized multi-stage, business-rule-driven message 

flows with drag-and-drop simplicity.

• Automated Real-Time or Batch Delivery: Email, display and SMS message delivery can 
be triggered via real-time APIs, inbound SMS messages, or via recurring, scheduled batch 
targeting of customer segments.

• Program Flow Proofing: Easily proof each possible message flow in a program.

• Continuous Optimization: Construct automated winner selection tests that re-test on  
a user-defined schedule to continuously confirm that the best message sequence is used  
for an optimum customer experience.

• Sample Templates: Take advantage of best practice templates for common scenarios, 
including welcome, cart-abandonment, lead nurturing and win-back programs.

• Message Flow Control: Easily control customer experience via random split-based or  
“rule-based” routing of specific messages.

• Reporting: Track performance trends across all messages within a program via a dedicated 
lifecycle marketing program report.

• Management Interface: Easily launch, pause and resume live programs via an easy-to-use 
program management interface.

• Partner System Integration: Construct scheduled exports of customers that reach various 
stages of a program to closely integrate with external partner systems that may be critical  
to a cross-channel program.

Lifecycle Marketing Program Templates

A variety of best practice, pre-configured program templates are available for the rapid 
implementation of the most common lifecycle marketing programs. 

Welcome Program: Introduce a new subscriber or customer to the brand, build trust, help inform 
and drive the subscriber toward a first purchase or related conversion event. 

Abandon Program: Send offers to customers who have abandoned the purchase of a product or 
the completion of a form. Effectively recapture lost revenue by motivating customers to complete 
a process. 

Post-Purchase Program: Engage with a customer post-purchase to build upon the relationship 
and gain “earned media” that can drive referral revenue and facilitate word-of-mouth marketing.

Winback Program: Re-engage customers who have not visited your site or made a purchase 
within a certain timeframe. By increasing engagement with less active segments, you can improve 
both revenue and deliverability.

Event Countdown Program: Send a string of informational messages and targeted offers to 
customers who have purchased or registered for an upcoming event, driving attendance while 
building value and trust with customers.

“With StrongView’s Lifecycle 
Marketing solution, we’ll have 
more dynamic marketing 
capabilities to segment,  
target and test marketing 
messages in our event-triggered 
email program.”
Trish Tobin 
CMO of Benchmark Brands

Easily create a new program from  
scratch or choose a pre-configured  
best practice template.



StrongView Lifecycle Marketing Visual Designer

Create multi-stage programs  
with drag-and-drop simplicity

Listen for 
SMS texts

Send SMS 
Messages

Transfer 
to another 
program

Proof programs by sending test 
messages for every possible path

Control message flow via rule  
or split-based routing

Customized delivery schedule  
for optimal impact

Trigger messages via real-time 
integration with external systems

Continuously optimize a given path  
for maximum performance

Integrate with enterprise  
or partner systems for cross-
channel lifecycle marketing

Test multiple offers  
to increase results



ABOUT 
STRONGVIEW
StrongView is the cross-channel 
marketing software provider that  
gives enterprise marketers a stronger 
view of how to acquire and engage 
customers across email, mobile, 
social, display and web. Combining 
the strongest technology and proven 
marketing know-how, StrongView 
provides enterprise marketers 
unparalleled insight into how to deepen 
customer relationships and maximize 
results. The platform is offered as 
either SaaS or on-premise, allowing 
companies to deploy StrongView’s 
technologies in the manner with  
which most fits their needs.

Based in Redwood City, CA, and 
backed by leading venture capital 
investors, StrongView has been helping 
global brands in retail, travel, finance, 
entertainment and online services 
overcome the limitations of other 
marketing platform providers for more 
than a decade. 

For a stronger view of marketing go to  
StrongView.com, and follow us at 
twitter.com/StrongView and  
facebook.com/StrongView.
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StrongView Lifecycle Marketing Components
StrongView’s Lifecycle Marketing solution includes access to the following tools and services: 

• StrongView Lifecycle Marketing user interface and automation features

• StrongView Transactional Email Module 

• Training and expert guidance via the Lifecycle Marketing StrongStart strategic  
services package

StrongView Lifecycle Marketing StrongStart
StrongView Lifecycle Marketing includes a customized StrongStart engagement that offers 
training, strategic planning and guidance for building your first two lifecycle marketing 
programs. The Lifecycle Marketing StrongStart engagement is specifically designed to enable 
marketing organizations to effectively and efficiently launch successful lifecycle marketing 
programs that drive revenue, engagement and customer satisfaction.

StrongView’s Strategic Services team will work with you on all aspects of setting up a lifecycle 
marketing program within Message Studio, including guidance for testing, optimizing and 
analyzing key performance metrics.

Lifecycle Marketing StrongStart Components

Availability
StrongView Lifecycle Marketing is available as an optional, add-on module to an existing 
StrongView Message Studio implementation on an active StrongView Support plan.

Strategy Extensive strategy session establishes the goals, strategies and 
tactics for up to two programs, including defining a target 
audience, data availability and message frequency.

Training Detailed live instruction in implementing the multi-stage 
lifecycle marketing program(s) in Message Studio, including  
how to author, test, launch, monitor and report results.

Implementation Data and implementation guidance to define the data flows, 
required data attributes and target queries needed to support 
program automation and reporting.

Project 
Management

Weekly progress meetings ensure quick resolution of any 
support or training inquiries, as well as provide best practice 
consultation and additional training.

Final Review StrongView’s Strategic Services team will ensure your satisfaction 
with your Lifecycle Marketing program(s) implementation and 
initial performance, as well as establish an ongoing maintenance 
plan to keep programs running smoothly. 


